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Abstract
I will start with various examples of moving boundary problems such as Saint Andrew's Cross 
(SAC) in density-stratified flows to motivate the need of high-order efficient numerical solvers for 
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (INSE) and Boussinesq equations. Then I will briefly 
review the MARS framework for theoretically describing and numerically simulating moving 
boundary problems. As for the main-flow solver, I will present GePUP-ES, a fourth-order energy-
stable projection method for solving the INSE with no-slip conditions. Under the MARS framework, 
we have generalized GePUP-ES to irregular domains via an Boolean algebra for physically 
meaningful regions and an AI-aided algorithm for generating poised lattices in multivariate 
polynomial interpolation. We further augment the solver to domains with moving boundaries via 
Reynolds transport theorem and a volume-merging strategy. Results of numerical experiments for 
SAC and a few other problems confirm the high fidelity of our solver.
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